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The Nike KD 10 (X) will first release on May 26th, 2017. The KD 10 for sale  will
debut in various colorways throughout the year and here is where you can find out
the latest updates. The KD10 will retail for $150 which is constructed with a
Flyknit upper which is said to be the best used on a basketball shoe to date.Always
ready to play, always ready to compete, Kevin Durant's tenth shoe is as versatile
and responsive as KD. Zoned Flyknit provides breathability and stretch, while Nike
Zoom Air cushioning returns impact energy back to your foot for
ultra-responsiveness.

1.Nike KD 10 Multi-Color Release on December 7th.

During the month of December Nike Basketball is set to release the new Nike KD 10
‘Multi-Color’
.

This Nike KD 10 comes dressed in a Multi-Color, Black, Cool Grey and White color
combination. The base features Flyknit throughout which utilizes the Multicolor
theme. Following we have Grey which lands on the overlay, laces, tongue and collar
area. Other details includes Black on the Nike Swoosh while White covers the midsole
and outsole.

The  Nike&nbsp;KD 10 Multi-Color  is scheduled to release at select Nike Basketball on
December 7th. Retail price will be $150. Below you can check out another image for a
better look. Make sure to visit the comments section with your thoughts.

2.Nike KD 10 University Red Release November 10th, 2017.

Another kids exclusive Nike KD 10 from Nike Basketball is on the way. Releasing
during the month of November, the latest comes highlighted in University Red.
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Looking closer, this Nike KD 10 comes dressed in a Black, Metallic Gold, University
Red and Bright Crimson color combination. As you can see Black runs across the base
while White lands on the laces, overlay and midsole. Following we have Metallic Gold
applied to the Nike Swoosh and KD branding while a translucent outsole completes the
look.

The  Nike KD 10 University Red  is scheduled to release at select Nike Basketball
retailers including online at Nike.com exclusively in kids sizing on November 10th,
2017. Once available the retail price will be $125. Continue to scroll below to
check out more images which will provide you with a closer look.

It's been ten years since Kevin Durant joined the Nike family . As he's matured both
on and off the court, his shoes have evolved and his partnership with the Nike
design team has continued to grow.

Today he's part of the process from conception to completion,working through every
detail to improve on-court performance and tell unique stories through colors and
graphics. "This evolution with Nike, to be on my tenth shoe . . . it's a dream come
true," KD says.
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